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UNCOVER AND
RECOVER

FORENSIC UTILITY
BILL AUDIT
Utility provider bills are complex. An incorrect rate or tariff leads to ongoing and incorrect billing, resulting in
thousands of lost dollars to your bottom line month over month and often year over year.
The first step to identifying and preventing erroneous utility billing charges is a Forensic Utility Bill Audit. This
process recovers capital lost to past provider billing errors and lowers and controls ongoing utility costs.

HOW IT WORKS

1.
2.

The Minol Team, in conjunction with
our specialized partners, thoroughly
reviews your electric, natural gas, water,
and wastewater charges to identify any
unique characteristics that impact utility
consumption.
Each bill is scrutinized to confirm all aspects
of the utility provider bill are correct.

3.
4.

Historical consumption and charges are
reviewed to identify prior provider errors
and seasonal patterns are observed that
may impact rate selections.

Identified issues are handled directly with
the utility provider. We work on your
behalf to recover refunds and implement
future savings opportunities.
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FORENSIC UTILITY
BILL AUDIT
FAQS

1.

How is this audit service different from Minol’s Utility Expense Management (UEM) program?
This program goes back to Day One of the utility provider’s first bill to provide the most comprehensive utility
cost analysis by using a forensic manual approach. Energy and utility consumption for each client location are
analyzed while factoring in the unique operational characteristics that drive load profile and other metrics.
This information is then used to identify the hidden billing errors that generate massive refunds and correctly
assign rate opportunities to maximize ongoing savings.

2.

How much of our company’s resources and time will the audit process
take?
We are committed to minimizing the impact on our client’s resources which is why our team manages all communication and paperwork to obtain refunds and implement savings.

3.

What is the financial risk to our company for using this service?

4.

What do we have to do to get started?

5.

How soon will we see results?

The client assumes no cost risks for the work performed. If the audit yield no refunds or savings, the client
owes us nothing. An invoice will only be issued after a refund has been received by the client, or after verifiable
cost savings have occurred.

The audit implementation process is simple and tailored to each client’s specific needs. We will need a list
of properties and 12-months of bill copies for those properties to be included in the audit. The audit process
begins as soon as information is received.

If issues such as rate changes are identified, they can often be handled immediately. Some issues may require
more research and time with the utility provider. Our team will provide regular communication on where each
issue is in the resolution process.
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